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Lecture 23: Topics

• Ziv–Lempel text compression.
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Lecture 24: Plan

• Simple error correction codes and error detection codes.

• Hamming distance.

• The binary symmetric channel.

• The geometry of {0, 1}n and its codes.

• Bounds on parameters of codes.
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And Now for Something Completely Different:
Error Correction and Detection Codes
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Three Basic Challenges in Communication (reminder)

1. Reliable communication over unreliable (noisy) channels.

2. Secure (confidential) communication over insecure channels.

3. Frugal (economical) communication over expensive channels.
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Three Basic Challenges in Communication
1. Reliable communication over unreliable (noisy) channels.

Solved using error detection and correction codes.
2. Secure (confidential) communication over insecure channels.

Solved using cryptography (encryption/ decryption).
3. Frugal (economical) communication over expensive channels.

Solved using compression (and decompression).

We will treat each requirement separately (and in separate classes).
Of course, in a real scenario, solutions should be combined carefully
so the three challenges are efficiently addressed (e.g. usually
compression should be applied before encryption).

Today, we will discuss error detection and correction codes.
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Reliable Communication over Unreliable Channels

“The first step to fixing an error is recognizing it.”
(Seneca the Younger: A Roman dramatist, Stoic philosopher,
and politician, 3 BC - 65 AD).

In this and the next class, we will look at some issues related to the
question of how can information be sent reliably over noisy, unreliable
communication channels. It should be realized that these questions
are not limited to phone lines or satellite communication, but rather
arise in daily contexts such as ID or credit card numbers, ISBN codes
(in books), audio encoded on compact disks, barcodes and QR codes,
etc., etc. This is a rich and vivid topic, and here we will merely
introduce it and scratch its surface.
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General Plan
I Two whiteboard demos.
I The basic scenario.
I Two simple codes: Repetition code, and parity check codes.
I Mathematical model: Binary symmetric channel.
I The geometry of codewords and messages.

(Source: Computer Science Unplugged.)
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Check Digits in Various ID Numbers

I The ninth digit of an Israeli Teudat Zehut number.

I The 13th digit of Former Yugoslav Unique Master Citizen
Number (JMBG).

I The seventh character of a New Zealand NHI Number.

I The last digit on a New Zealand locomotive’s Traffic Monitoring
System (TMS) number.

I The last two digits of the 11-digit Turkish Identification Number
(Turkish: TC Kimlik Numaras).

I The ninth character in the 14-character EU cattle passport
number.

...

(source: Wikipedia.)
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The Check Digit of an Israeli ID Number:
A Whiteboard Demo
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The Check Digit of an Israeli ID Number, in Python

def ID_Check_Digit ():

""" compute the check digit in an Israeli ID number """

part_ID=input("pls type the first 8 digits of your ID: ")

# prompts for input from user

if len(part_ID )<8:

print("did you forget a leading digit?")

elif len(part_ID )>9:

print("hey - too many digits")

# continued on next slide
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The Check Digit of an Israeli ID Number, cont.

elif len(part_ID )==9:

print("did you type all nine digits of your ID?")

else:

total=0

for i in range (8):

val=int(part_ID[i])# converts to numeric integer value

if i%2==0:

total=total+val

else:

if val <5:

total=total +2*val

else:

total=total +((2* val) % 10) + 1 # sum of digits in 2*val

total=total % 10

check_digit= (10 - total) % 10 # complement mod 10 of sum

print("your ID check digit equals ", check_digit)

# to run the program , type ID_Check_Digit () in Python shell.

Reminder: The input command prompts for a ”string” input.
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Detection and Correction of Errors

I The ID number code is capable of detecting any single digit
error.

I It is also capable of detecting all but one transpositions of
adjacent digits (there is one exception – find it!).

I It cannot correct any single error or adjacent transposition.

I It cannot detect many combinations of two digit errors, or
transposition of non-adjacent digits.

Next, we will explore a card magic trick, capable not only of error
detection, but also of error correction.
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The Card Magic Trick: A Demo
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The Card Magic Trick: A Demo
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Detection and Correction of Errors

I The ID number code is capable of detecting any single digit
error.

I It is also capable of detecting all but one transpositions of
adjacent digits (there is one exception – find it!).

I It cannot correct any single error or adjacent transposition.

I It cannot detect many combinations of two digit errors, or
transposition of non-adjacent digits.

I The 2D cards magic code can correct any single bit error.

I The 2D cards code can detect any combinations of two or three
bits errors.

I It cannot detect some combination of four bit errors.

I Can it detect transposition errors?
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Claude Shannon, the Father of Information Theory
Claude Elwood Shannon (April 30, 1916–February 24,
2001) was an American mathematician, electronic
engineer, and cryptographer, known as “the father of
information theory”.
Shannon is famous for having founded information
theory with one landmark paper published in 1948.
But he is also credited with founding both digital
computer and digital circuit design theory in 1937,
when, as a 21 year old master’s student at MIT,
he wrote a thesis demonstrating that electrical
application of Boolean algebra could construct and
resolve any logical, numerical relationship.

It has been claimed that this was the most important master’s thesis of all
time. Shannon contributed to the field of cryptanalysis during World War II
and afterwards, including basic work on code breaking.

For two months early in 1943, Shannon came into contact with the leading
British cryptanalyst and mathematician Alan Turing. Turing had been
posted to Washington to work with the US Navy’s cryptanalytic service.
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The Shannon-Weaver Model of Communication (1949)

Source of figure is somewhat unexpected.
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The Shannon-Weaver Model of Communication (1949)

“We may have knowledge of the past but cannot control it;
We may control the future but cannot know it.”.

Claude Shannon, 1959

For simplicity, let every original message be a fixed length block of
bits. The channel is noisy, so a subset of sent bits may get altered
(reversed) along the way, with non-zero probability.
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The Shannon-Weaver Model of Communication, cont.

Sender passes original message through an encoder, which typically
produces a longer signal by concatenating so called parity check bits
(which may, of course, get altered themselves).

The (possibly altered) signal reaches the recipient’ decoder, which
translates it to a message, whose length equals the length of the
original message.

Goal: Prob(original message equals decoded message) ≈ 1.
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Hamming Distance

Richard W. Hamming (1915 –1998).

I Let x, y ∈ Σn be two length n words over alphabet Σ. The Hamming
distance between x, y is the number of coordinates where they differ.

I The Hamming distance satisfies the three usual requirements from a
distance function

1. For every x, ∆(x, x) = 0.
2. For every x, y, ∆(x, y) = ∆(y, x) ≥ 0, with equality iff x = y.
3. ∀x, y, z, ∆(x, y) + ∆(y, z) ≥ ∆(x, z) (triangle inequality).

where x, y, z ∈ Σn (same length).

I Examples

1. ∆(00101, 00101) = 0
2. ∆(00101, 11010) = 5 (maximum possible for length 5 vectors)
3. ∆(00101, 1101011) is undefined (unequal lengths).
4. ∆(BEN, RAN) = 2
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The Binary Symmetric Channel (BSC)

A convenient model for the noisy communication channels:
Prob(received bit=1 | sent bit=0) = p.
Prob(received bit=0 | sent bit=1) = p.

Error probability (of any single bit) satisfies p < 1/2.
Errors on different subsets of bits are mutually independent.
Bits neither appear nor disappear.

Model is over simplified, yet very useful in practice‡

‡Certain non volatile media, such as flash memories, are inherently
a-symmetric: changing 1 to 0 is easier than 0 to 1.
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Simple Detection/Correction Codes

We will study the following

I Repetition codes (today).

I Parity check codes (today).

I Hamming (7, 4, 3) code (next time).
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A Repetition Code

In the following code, the original messages are two bits long. The
encoder repeats each original bit, two more times.

original encoded

2 bits 6 bits

00 −→ 000000

01 −→ 000111

10 −→ 111000

11 −→ 111111
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A Repetition Code

This repetition code has 4 codewords.

The code can correct any single error. For example, suppose the
decoder recieves 001000. The single flipped bit can only be 001000,
leading to the codeword 000000 and original message 00.

Remark: Of course, the channel is not aware of a difference between
“regular” (original) bits and “blue” (parity check) bits.
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Decoding the Repetition Code
received signal decoded message

6 bits 2 bits

000000, 100000, 010000, 001000,

000100, 000010, 000001 −→ 00

000111, 100111, 010111, 001111,

000011, 000101, 000110 −→ 01

111000, 011000, 101000, 110000,

111100, 111010, 111001 −→ 10

111111, 011111, 101111, 110111,

111011, 111101, 111110, −→ 11

All other length 6 words −→ “error”

Decoding rule: If the received signal is at Hamming distance 0 or 1
from one of the four codewords, decoded message is the original
message encoded by this codeword. Otherwise, return “error”.
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Decoding the Repetition Code in Python

A simple solution uses table lookup, implemented via a dictionary:

decoder ={"000000":"00","100000":"00","010000":"00","001000":"00",

"000100":"00","000010":"00", "000001":"00",

"000111":"01","100111":"01","010111":"01","001111":"01",

"000011":"01","000101":"01","000110":"01",

"111000":"10", "011000":"10","101000":"10","110000":"10",

"111100":"10","111010":"10", "111001":"10",

"111111":"11", "011111":"11", "101111":"11","110111":"11",

"111011":"11","111101":"11","111110":"11"}

# repetition code decoder
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Decoding the Repetition Code in Python
The decode function can be coded as

def decode(word ,dictio=decoder ):

if word in decoder:

return decoder[word]

else:

return "error"

>>> decode("000001")

’00’

>>> decode("001001")

’error’

In our case, there are 4 · (1 + 6) = 28 words whose decoding does not
result in an error. Such a size is (barely) OK to create a decoding
dictionary manually.

For larger codes, manually coding table lookup becomes inconvenient.

For even larger codes, storing all the codewords in a table is either
very uncomfortable or even infeasible. For example, in the Israeli ID
case, the number of codewords is 108. For the cards code, the
number of codewords is 225.
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Parity Check Codes

In the following code, the original messages are two bits long. The
encoder xors the two original bit (i.e. adds them modulo 2). The
resulting bit is appended to the original message.

original encoded

2 bits 3 bits

00 −→ 000

01 −→ 011

10 −→ 101

11 −→ 110
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Parity Check Codes: Encoding

original encoded

2 bits 3 bits

00 −→ 000

01 −→ 011

10 −→ 101

11 −→ 110

This code can detect any single error. But it cannot correct a single
error. For example, suppose the decoder receives 001. The single
flipped bit could be either 001 (encoded signal 000) or 001 (encoded
signal 011) or 001 (encoded signal 101) .
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Decoding Parity Check Codes

received signal decoded message

3 bits 2 bits

000 −→ 00

001 −→ “error”

010 −→ “error”

011 −→ 01

100 −→ “error”

101 −→ 10

110 −→ 11

111 −→ “error”

Decoding rule: If the received signal is one of the four codewords,
decoded message is the original message encoded by this codeword.
Otherwise, return “error”.
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Decoding the Card Magic Code
The card magic code “resides” in {0, 1}36, and has {0, 1}25
codewords. Decoding by table look-up is infeasible – even storing just
the codewords in a dictionary is highly cumbersome, due to the large
number of them.

But as we saw a bit earlier, there is a simple algorithm that can
identify and correct any single error.
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Quo Vadis, Codes?

I The repetition code we saw is hardly ever used – it expands
messages threefold and does not “deliver” much in return.

I The parity check code is in use, but it cannot correct even one
error.

I Why can’t the repetition code correct two errors?

I Why can’t the parity check code correct even a single error?

I What is the minimal distance between two codewords in these
codes?

I We will now introduce a geometric context, enabling us to derive
some simple principles, underlying the theory of error correction
and detection codes.
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Metric Spaces and Distance Functions

A metric space is a non empty set, S, for which a distance function
on all pairs of elements of the set is defined.

A function d : S × S → R≥0 is a distance function if the following
conditions hold:

• For all x, y ∈ S, ∆(x, y) = ∆(y, x) ≥ 0 (symmetry, non
negativity).

• For all x ∈ S, ∆(x, y) = 0 (distance from element to itself is 0).

• For all x, y, z ∈ S, ∆(x, z) ≤ ∆(x, y) + ∆(y, z) (triangle
inequality).
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Metric Spaces and Distance Functions, cont.

You are all familiar with the Euclidean distance on the 2 dimensional
space over the reals, R2, 3 dimensional space over the reals, R3, . . . ,
n dimensional space over the reals, Rn.

However, there are also discrete metric spaces, such as Zn

(n dimensional vectors with integer coordinates).

Furthermore, for any finite set, S, and in particular for S = {0, 1}, it
is easy to verify that the Hamming distance satisfies the 3
requirements of a distance function (see previous slide).
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Balls in Rn, and their Volume

In the n dimensional space over the reals, Rn, we define the unit ball
around a point, B((a1, a2, . . . , an), 1) ⊂ Rn, to be the set of all
points (x1, x2, . . . , xn) ∈ Rn satisfying
d ((a1, a2, . . . , an), (x1, x2, . . . , xn)) ≤ 1.

This ball is a solid, whose volume equals πn/n! for even n, and
2((n− 1)/2)!(4π)(n−1)/2/n! for odd n.

(You can verify this formula for n = 1, 2 using elementary school and
high school knowledge, respectively. For larger values of n, some
knowledge of n dimensional integrals isrequired.)

We can similarly define the ball of radius r around a point,
B((a1, a2, . . . , an), r) ⊂ Rn.
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Unit Balls in {0, 1}n, and their Volume

In the finite, n dimensional space over {0, 1}, {0, 1}n, we define the
unit ball around a point (a1, a2, . . . , an) ∈ {0, 1}n,

B((a1, a2, . . . , an), 1) ⊆ {0, 1}n ,

as the set of all points (x1, x2, . . . , xn) satisfying
d ((a1, a2, . . . , an), (x1, x2, . . . , xn)) ≤ 1.

This ball is obviously a finite set. The volume of this ball is defined
as the number of elements of {0, 1}n it contains.

The number of points at distance exactly 1 from (a1, a2, . . . , an) is n.
Obviously, (a1, a2, . . . , an) is also in this ball. Thus, the volume of a
unit ball B((a1, a2, . . . , an), 1) in {0, 1}n is n+ 1.
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Balls of Radius r in {0, 1}n, and their Volume

We can similarly define the ball of radius r around a point
(a1, a2, . . . , an) ∈ {0, 1}n,

B((a1, a2, . . . , an), r) ⊆ {0, 1}n ,

as the set of all points (x1, x2, . . . , xn) satisfying
d ((a1, a2, . . . , an), (x1, x2, . . . , xn)) ≤ r.
Without loss of generality, r is a non negative integer (otherwise just
take brc to be the radius).

This ball is also a finite set. The volume of this ball is defined as the
number of elements of {0, 1}n it contains.

There are
(
n
h

)
points at distance exactly h from (a1, a2, . . . , an).

Therefore, the volume of B((a1, a2, . . . , an), r), namely the number
of points at distance at most r from (a1, a2, . . . , an), is

∑r
h=0

(
n
h

)
.
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Definitions and Properties

An encoding, E, from k to n (k < n) bits, is a one-to-one mapping
E : {0, 1}k 7→ {0, 1}n.

The set of codewords is C = {y ∈ {0, 1}n | ∃x ∈ {0, 1}k, E(x) = y}.
The set C is often called the code.

Let ∆(y, z) denote the Hamming distance between y, z.
Let y ∈ {0, 1}n. The sphere of radius r around y is the set
B(y, r) = {z ∈ {0, 1}n |∆(y, z) ≤ r}.

The minimum distance of a code, C, is ∆(C) = miny 6=z∈C {∆(y, z)}.

In words: The minimum distance of the code, C, is the minimal
Hamming distance over all pairs of codewords in C.
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Minimum Distances of Codes
The minimum distance of a code, C, is ∆(C) = miny 6=z∈C {∆(y, z)}.

In words: The minimum distance of the code, C, is the minimal
Hamming distance over all pairs of codewords in C.

• For the parity check code, ∆(C) = 2.

• For the ID code, ∆(C) = 2.

• For the repetition code, ∆(C) = 3.

• For the 6-by-6 cards codes, ∆(C) = 4.
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